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The optimized effective potential method is formulated as a convex minimization problem. This
formulation does not require assumptions about v-representability nor functional differentiability.
The formulation provides a natural framework for fully self-consistent calculations, where both a
Kohn–Sham system with a non-local potential and an additional system with a local potential are
jointly optimized. The formulation is also well suited for extensions to other flavors of densityfunctional theory, e.g., current-density functional theory, where additional potentials besides the
electrostatic potential are added.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Most density-functional approximations can be classified on the rungs of “Jacob’s ladder” based on the ingredients they use [21]. The local density approximation (LDA) and the generalized gradient approximations
(GGA) make up the two lowest rungs and are proper
density functionals. At higher rungs more pragmatic
functionals are found that depend on the Kohn–Sham
(KS) orbitals [13]. Although this can be motivated using
the Hohenberg–Kohn theorem, it has the disadvantage
that the exchange-correlation (xc) contribution to the
KS Hamiltonian is in practice a nonlocal operator, rather
than the local potential that appears in the conventional
KS equations. The nonlocality of the xc contribution affects the KS eigenvalue spectrum and in particular the
HOMO-LUMO or band gap. The question then arises,
how to compute local potentials and the corresponding
KS spectrum for orbital-dependent xc functionals. The
optimized effective potential (OEP) method aims at being a practically feasible solution to this problem. It
has been formulated in several different ways by different authors, at various levels of generality and approximation. Sharp and Horton [23], and later Talman and
Shadwick [24], sought to find a local approximation to
the nonlocal Hartree–Fock exchange potential. With the
emergence of functionals that go beyond the inclusion of
exact exchange by including orbital dependence inspired
by the Random Phase Approximation or Green’s function methods, it has also become more interesting to develop the OEP method to a general method not specific
to exact exchange [3, 27, 28].
In this work, we revisit the OEP method to provide
a novel formulation that is fully variational, involves a
simple minimization principle, and is suitable for fully
self-consistent calculations (expressed in Eq. (38)). That
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is, we construct a bivariational minimization principle,
which involves joint optimization of both, a system with
a non-local potential and an auxiliary system with a local
potential.

II.

KOHN–SHAM THEORY

Consider the standard quantum-chemical Hamiltonian
Ĥ λ (v) = T̂ + V̂ + λŴ = −

X λ
1X 2 X
v(rj ) +
∇j +
,
2 j
rjl
j
j<l

(1)
with rjl = |rj − rl |, where λ interpolates between a noninteracting system (λ = 0) and one with full electron–
electron repulsion (λ = 1). The Levy–Lieb constrainedsearch functional is defined as [18, 20]
λ
Fcs
(ρ) = inf tr ΓĤ λ (0),
Γ7→ρ

(2)

where the optimization may be carried out either over
only pure states Γ = |ΨihΨ| or over all mixed states. In
the latter case, the functional is convex since the mapping Γ 7→ ρ is linear. The well-known Rayleigh–Ritz
variational principle,
E λ (v) = inf tr ΓĤ λ (v) = inf hΨ|Ĥ λ (v)|Ψi,
Γ

Ψ

(3)

can now be rewritten into the Hohenberg–Kohn variational principle [8],

λ
E λ (v) = inf (v|ρ) + Fcs
(ρ) ,
(4)
ρ

where
compact notation is used for the pairing (v|ρ) =
R
v(r)ρ(r) dr. Somewhat less well-known is the dual Lieb
variational principle [20],

λ
(5)
Fcs
(ρ) = sup E λ (v) − (v|ρ) .
v

2
Let us now take as point of departure an interacting
(λ = 1) system subject to the external potential vext .
Let F 1 (ρ) denote either the exact, interacting functional
1
Fcs
(ρ) or any approximation to it. Likewise, we define a
noninteracting kinetic-energy functional
Ts (ρ) = inf tr ΓT̂ ,
Γ∈SN
Γ7→ρ

(6)

where the domain SN either contains all valid N -body
mixed states or only those that correspond to Slater
determinants. The former choice corresponds to allowing fractional occupation of KS orbitals and implies
0
Ts (ρ) = Fcs
(ρ) which guarantees that this functional is
convex again, while the latter corresponds to forcing in0
teger occupation numbers and implies Ts (ρ) ≥ Fcs
(ρ).
Let vext be a fixed external potential. For an approximate functional F 1 (ρ), we define the ground-state energy
in the same way as for the exact case above, i.e.,

E 1 (vext ) = inf (vext |ρ) + F 1 (ρ) .
(7)
ρ

For the exact functional and sufficiently accurate approximations, this is a convex optimization problem. Now we
introduce a KS system described by a one-particle reduced density matrix,
Z
D(r, r′ ) = N Γ(r, r2 . . . , rN ; r′ , r2 . . . , rN )dr2 · · · rN ,
(8)

and use this system to parametrize the density,

E 1 (vext ) = inf (vext |ρD ) + F 1 (ρD ) .
D∈S

(9)

Here, S could be either all valid one-particle reduced density matrices or only the idempotent ones corresponding
to Slater determinants. In the former case, S is convex
and the reparametrization is linear, so the convexity of
the original optimization problem is preserved. However,
the main motivation for introducing a KS system is not
to obtain the above form, but to circumvent the difficulty of modeling the kinetic-energy contribution Ts (ρ)
to F 1 (ρ). It is easier to model the Hartree-exchangecorrelation (Hxc) functional, defined by
FHxc (ρ) = F 1 (ρ) − Ts (ρ)

(10)

and typically further decomposed into a Hartree FH (ρ)
and an xc contribution Fxc (ρ) = FHxc (ρ) − FH (ρ), with
Z
1
ρ(r1 ) ρ(r2 )
FH (ρ) =
dr1 dr2 .
(11)
2
r12
Because Ts (ρD ) ≤ inf Γ7→D tr ΓT̂ = tr DT with T = 21 ∇ ·
∇′ and since this inequality can always be saturated by
a certain D 7→ ρD , it now follows that

E 1 (vext ) = inf (vext |ρD ) + Ts (ρD ) + FHxc (ρD )
D∈S
 (12)
= inf (vext |ρD ) + tr DT + FHxc (ρD ) .
D∈S

Writing a tilde on the functional, FeHxc , this indicates
that next to the exact functional we also allow for any
approximation to it.
defining the minimizer D⋆ (r, r′ ) =
PThe KS orbitals
′ ∗
n
φ
(r)φ
(r
)
solve
the KS equations
j
j j j



1
− ∇2 + vs (r) φj (r) = κj φj (r)
2

(13)

with the local KS potential formally given by
vs (r) = vext (r) +

δFHxc (ρ)
δρ(r)

(14)

at the ground-state density. Strictly speaking, though
many approximate functionals allow functional derivatives to be defined, the exact functional is not differentiable [16] (but see Refs. 14 and 15). For any convex functional F 1 (ρ) the notion of a subgradient may be
used instead, in order to achieve a rigorous treatment of
potentials. We omit this technical point as it does not
substantially impact the discussion of OEP.
Finally, we note that although the minimization domain S can be chosen as a convex set, the second line of
Eq. (12) is no longer a convex optimization problem. The
reason is that the functional Ts (ρD ), which is convex in D
if S is convex, has been replaced by a term that is linear
in D. The only nonlinear term is then a difference of two
convex functions, FHxc (ρD ) = F 1 (ρD ) − Ts (ρD ). Hence,
convexity will usually be lost when the Hohenberg–Kohn
minimization principle is reparametrized using a KS density matrix, even if the exact density functional is used.
Notably, the above loss of convexity does not necessarily occur in the parallel formulation of density-matrix
functional theory defined later in Eq. (24), as there the
kinetic-energy functional is manifestly linear in D. In
the exact case, the nonconvexity in the DFT setting can
be bounded by introducing the strictly correlated functional [22],
FSC (ρ) = inf tr ΓŴ .
Γ7→ρ

(15)

1
0
Now, since Fcs
(ρ) ≥ Fcs
(ρ) + FSC (ρ) and FHxc (ρ) ≥
FSC (ρ), we obtain

E 1 (vext ) ≥ inf (vext |ρD ) + tr DT + FSC (ρD ) . (16)
D

The right-hand side is again a convex optimization problem, since FSC (ρD ) is a convex functional.
III.

ORBITAL-DEPENDENT FUNCTIONALS

We shall use the one-particle reduced density matrix,
X
nj φj (r)φj (r′ )∗ ,
(17)
D(r, r′ ) =
j

as a convenient collective representation of a set
of orthonormal orbitals φj and occupation numbers

3
nj ∈ [0, 2]. Note that we consider a spin-restricted
formalism—the generalization to an explicit consideration of spin is straightforward. In what follows, we
also leave it unspecified whether the occupation numbers
nj are allowed to be fractional or must be integers (0
or 2). Any orbital-dependent functional Gλ ({(nj , φj )})
can now be reinterpreted as a density-matrix functional
Gλ (D), provided that it is invariant under rotations
within degenerate subspaces of orbitals sharing the same
occupation number.
Next we introduce the exact density-matrix functional
through the constrained-search expression
Gλcs (D) = inf tr ΓĤ λ (0).

(18)

Γ∈SN
Γ7→D

Because the kinetic-energy term is directly determined
by D,
G0cs (D) = inf tr ΓT̂ = tr DT
Γ∈SN
Γ7→D

1
=
2

Z

GHxc (D) =

′

′

∇ · ∇ D(r, r )

r′ =r

−

G0cs (D)

Z

= inf tr ΓŴ .
Γ∈SN
Γ7→D

(20)

|D(r1 , r2 )|2
dr1 dr2 .
r12

(22)

e Hxc (D) be either the exact, interacting Hxc
Next, let G
functional or any approximation to it. For example, it
could be a meta-GGA model, a model that only includes
Hartree and exact exchange, or it could contain a correlation model as well. The total functional is taken to
be
eHxc (D).
Gλ (D) = G0cs (D) + λG

(23)

The ground-state energy is then


E λ (v) = inf (v|ρD ) + Gλ (D) .
D∈S

.

(25)

D=D⋆

The orbitals now satisfy the nonlocal KS-like equation
Z
1
− ∇2 φj (r) + vs (r, r′ ) φj (r′ ) dr′ = εj φj (r), (26)
2
with vs (r, r′ ) = δ(r−r′ )vext (r)+vHxc (r, r′ ). In particular,
the spectrum of orbital energies is not the same as that
obtained from a local KS potential.
Formally, any density-matrix functional can be turned
into a density functional by identifying the functional
F λ (ρ) = inf Gλ (D)
D7→ρ

in the nested minimization


E λ (v) = inf (v|ρ) + inf Gλ (D) .
ρ

and
1
4

eHxc (D)
δG
δD(r, r′ )

(27)

dr,

This density-matrix functional resembles the strictly correlated density functional discussed in Sec. II. Moreover,
the Hartree and exact exchange contributions to GHxc (D)
are easy to separate out as well,
Z
ρD (r1 ) ρD (r2 )
1
dr1 dr2 (21)
GH (D) = FH (ρD ) =
2
r12

Gx (D) = −

vHxc (r′ , r) =

(19)

one immediately has
G1cs (D)

only minimizing over density matrices with integer occupation. We thus continue leaving the exact minimization
domain unspecified. The minimizing D⋆ defines a kind
of KS system that is subject to a nonlocal Hxc potential
that we may indicate as the functional derivative

(24)

In order for the exact functional to reproduce the exact
ground-state energy, the minimization domain S needs to
contain precisely the valid density matrices D, including
those that have fractional occupation numbers. However, as an approximate model, one has the option of

D7→ρ

(28)

It is, however, not practical to directly implement a constrained search over D 7→ ρ. Yang and Wu [28] suggested
to obtain the density functional from the Lieb maximization principle

(29)
F λ (ρ) = sup E λ (v) − (v|ρ) .
v

However, when inserted into the Hohenberg–Kohn-like
variation principle in Eqs. (24) or (28), a maximin optimization problem results. Therefore, this procedure is
mainly suitable for post hoc calculations, after the minimizing D and ρD have already been obtained. In order
to achieve a form more suitable for fully self-consistent
calculations, a pure minimization problem is desirable.
IV.

THE OPTIMIZED EFFECTIVE
POTENTIAL METHOD

The OEP method is often presented by using response
functions and the chain rule for functional differentiation. Here, however, following Yang and Wu [28], we
understand the OEP method as the problem of finding
the local potential vL such that the lowest orbitals ζj
arising from the single-particle equations

− 21 ∇2 + vL (r) ζj (r) = κk ζj (r)
(30)

yield the lowest energy of an orbital-dependent model
such as an exact-exchange energy functional or even a
orbital-dependent correlation functional [13]. This means
that additionally to the fully interacting system with

4
vext (r) and the KS system with a non-local vs (r, r′ ), a
third system is introduced with a local potential vL (r)
that when optimized reproduces the same density. Letting P(v) denote the projector on the lowest N orbitals
(or N/2 doubly occupied orbitals), the problem can be
written


1
EOEP
(vext ) = min (vext |ρP(v) ) + G1 (P(v))
v


(31)
= min (vext |ρP ) + G1 (P ) ,
P ∈A

where A is the set of noninteracting v-representable density matrices and P ∈ A represents the chosen orbitals. Relatedly, the above expression features a minimum rather than an infimum, since standard OEP
treatments assume v-representability anyway. Clearly,
1
EOEP
(vext ) ≥ E 1 (vext ), since the domain of reduced density matrices A ⊂ S is effectively restricted by the use of
v as a variational parameter. We leave the issue of how
to handle degeneracies at the Fermi level of the KS system unspecified, as it does not matter for the following
discussion.
The fact that the orbital-dependent functional is now
a composition G1 ◦ P means that one could also rely on
the chain rule to differentiate the total energy with respect to v. This has the disadvantage of introducing a
singular response function into even the gradient expression [4, 7]. Moreover, the mathematical properties of the
composition G1 ◦ P are not obvious. The aim will thus
be to come up with an alternative variational principle to
Eq. (31) with better properties that still yields the local
potential.

Some further insight into the above modified energy is
provided by introducing the v-representability gap of a
density matrix,
∆λ (D) = inf Qλ (v, D) ≥ 0,
which vanishes when the density
representable. Then we can write

MINIMIZATION PRINCIPLE FOR
SELF-CONSISTENT OEP
λ

Trivially, from the definition of E (v), we have
E λ (v) ≤ (v|ρD ) + Gλ (D) for all v and D and we follow
Lammert [17] in defining the nonnegative excess energy,
Qλ (v, D) = (v|ρD ) + Gλ (D) − E λ (v) ≥ 0.

(32)

The excess energy vanishes whenever D is the correct
ground-state density matrix for the potential v. For the
noninteracting system, we have the particularly simple
form
Q0 (v, D) = (v|ρD ) + tr DT − E 0 (v) ≥ 0.

(33)

We now fix a parameter µ > 0 and define the modified
energy

Eµ1 (vext ) = inf (vext |ρD )+ G1 (D)+ µQ0 (vL , D) , (34)
D,vL

where the subscripts ‘ext’ and ‘L’ distinguish the potentials for the full interacting and the local noninteracting
systems. The modified energy never underestimates the
unmodified energy, E 1 (vext ) ≤ Eµ1 (vext ).

matrix


Eµ1 (vext ) = inf (vext |ρD ) + G1 (D) + µ∆0 (D) .
D

is

v(36)

Hence, the modified energy is a compromise between the
standard energy and the energy penalty ∆0 (D) for failures of noninteracting v-representability of D. The difference to the unmodified energy can also be written in
the more symmetric form

Eµ1 (vext ) − E 1 (vext ) = inf Q1 (vext , D) + µQ0 (vL , D) .
D,vL

(37)
By writing out the modified energy more explicitly,

Eµ1 (vext ) = inf (vext + µvL |ρD ) + (1 + µ) tr DT
D,vL
(38)

e Hxc (D) − µE 0 (vL ) ,
+G

we arrive at the desired result of this work, a joint minimization principle for the density matrix and the local
potential. Its minimizer D⋆ is not quite a ground state for
vext but yields the modified energy Eµ1 (vext ) ≥ E 1 (vext )
instead, while we also get an optimal, effective local potential vL⋆ (depending on µ) as the minimizing potential.
Variation of Eq. (38) over vL at D = D⋆ yields the stationarity condition
ρD ⋆ −

V.

(35)

v

δE 0 (vL )
δvL

= ρD ⋆ − ρP ⋆ = 0

(39)

⋆
vL =vL

that shows that the densities ρD⋆ = ρP ⋆ agree. Here
ρP ⋆ is the ground-state density associated with the noninteracting Hamiltonian Ĥ 0 (vL⋆ ) and the energy E 0 (vL⋆ ).
The
define the minimizer D⋆ (r, r′ ) =
P orbitals that
′ ∗
j nj φj (r)φj (r ) satisfy the modified KS equation


−


1+µ 2
∇ + vext (r) + µvL (r) φj (r)
2
Z
+

(40)

vHxc (r, r′ )φj (r′ )dr′ = εj φj (r),

at the minimizer vL = vL⋆ that is the result of a variation
of Eq. (38) over φ∗j . Here the kinetic-energy operator is
weighted by an unconventional factor 1+µ and a nonlocal
potential remains. However, by the usual Hohenberg–
Kohn argument and motivated by Eq. (39) there is now
a second, noninteracting
system described by a density
P
matrix P ⋆ (r, r′ ) = j mj ζj (r)ζj (r′ )∗ which realizes the
minimum energy E 0 (vL⋆ ) = tr P ⋆ T + (vL⋆ |ρP ⋆ ) and shares
the same density ρP ⋆ = ρD⋆ . The orbitals of this system
satisfy the local KS equation
 1

− ∇2 + vL (r) ζj (r) = κj ζj (r),
(41)
2
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again at the minimizer vL = vL⋆ . In practice, Eqs. (40)
and (41) have to be solved self-consistently, since we cannot compute the optimal D⋆ and vL⋆ directly. Instead, in
a simple self-consistent procedure, Eqs. (40) lets us obtain new orbitals and an update to D. Moreover, Eq. (41)
allows us obtain ρP , which is needed e.g. to compute the
gradient with respect parameters in vL (see Sec. VI).
In the event that the density matrix D⋆ is noninteracting v-representable, the second system coincides with
the first in the sense that D⋆ = P ⋆ . It also follows that
all occupation numbers, sorted in descending order, must
agree, nj = mj . Moreover, all orbitals with unique occupation numbers coincide, φj = ζj , if there is strict
inequality nj−1 < nj < nj+1 . Individual orbitals that
belong to degenerate subspaces can, however, be different. The same happens if µ → ∞, since then in the
Hamiltonian of Eq. (40) only the terms from Eq. (41)
survive.
Therefore, we expect that in the opposite limit µ → 0+
the perturbation of the optimal density matrix D⋆ is minimal. If, at µ = 0, ρD⋆ is noninteracting v-representable,
then the same density matrix is obtained also in the limit
µ → 0+ . On the other hand, if there is a failure of noninteracting v-representability at µ = 0, the limit µ → 0+
yields a minimally disturbed D⋆ .
In general, E 0 (vL ) is a concave functional of vL . As
a consequence, the minimization over vL in Eq. (38) has
the virtue of defining a convex optimization problem ireHxc (D). If,
respective of the choice of model functional G
in addition, the model Hxc functional is convex in D,
then even the joint minimization over (D, vL ) is a fully
convex optimization problem.
Additionally, the orbitals ζj and potential vL have all
the advantages of conventional OEP formulations. Unlike the nonlocal potential, the local vL can be viewed
as an approximate KS potential. Moreover, the resulting eigenvalue spectrum has different properties than the
spectrum arising from a nonlocal potential. For example,
exact exchange differentiates between occupied and unoccupied orbitals in a way that a local potential cannot.
VI.

FINITE BASIS FORMULATION

To construct a practical scheme, a standard orbital
basis set {χγ (r)}γ can be introduced,
X
φj (r) =
Cγj χγ (r),
(42)

A fixed reference potential vref , such as the Fermi–Amaldi
potential, may also be included to e.g. ensure the correct
long-range decay properties. In practice, the variational
parameters are then the coefficients Cγj and VβL . The
energy E 0 (vL ) can be obtained by diagonalizing the basis
set representation of the local Hamiltonian Ĥ 0 (vL ),
Hγη = hχγ | − 12 ∇2 + vL |χη i.

(45)

The gradient of the modified energy expression with respect to the expansion coefficients for the local potential
is given by
∂Eµ1
= µ(ωβ |ρD − ρP ).
∂VβL

(46)

From second order perturbation theory, one also gets the
exact Hessian with respect to Vβ as
∂ 2 Eµ1
µ2 X hζj |ωβ |ζa ihζa |ωγ |ζj i
=
−
+ c.c., (47)
L
2 j,a
κa − κj
∂Vβ ∂VγL
where j (a) now runs over occupied (unoccupied) orbitals
and it is assumed that no orbital is fractionally occupied. The Hessian is negative semidefinite and becomes
ill-defined when the noninteracting system described by
Ĥ 0 (vL ) has a ground-state degeneracy.
When the gradient vanishes, that is
∂Eµ1
= µ(ωβ |ρD − ρP ) = 0
∂VβL

(48)

for all β, the density ρD from the orbital-dependent
model and the density ρP share the same projection
in the space spanned by {ωβ }β . When this holds we
say that ρD has a noninteracting v-representable projection. As has been discussed extensively in the literature [5, 6, 9, 10], the matching of the projections onto
all ωβ does not mean that vL is visually close to its true
basis set limit as a function of r. The real-space representation of the potential vL (r) may contain spurious
oscillations that are “invisible” to the energy minimization due to negligible projection in the space spanned by
orbital basis function products χγ χ∗η .
VII.

SPECIALIZATION TO HYBRID
FUNCTIONALS

γ

ζj (r) =

X

L
Cγj
χγ (r).

(43)

In the important case of hybrid density functionals, the
orbital-dependent model takes the form

γ

Alongside the orbital basis set, following the approach by
Yang and Wu [28], a potential basis set {ωβ }β is used to
expand the local potential
X
vL (r) = vref (r) +
VβL ωβ (r).
(44)
β

eHxc (D) = FH (ρD ) + αGx (D) + FeGGA (ρD ),
G

(49)

where α is the fraction of exact exchange and the xc
functional,
Z
e
FGGA (ρ) = fGGA (ρ(r), ∇ρ(r)) dr,
(50)

6
is a proper density functional of GGA type. Setting α =
1 and FeGGA (ρ) = 0 recovers Hartree–Fock theory as a
special case.
Since the only truly orbital-dependent term is the exact
exchange, the OEP problem now reduces to finding the
local potential that optimally accounts for the nonlocal
exact exchange. The total potential takes the form
e Hxc (D)
δG
δD

= vH (r) + veGGA (r) δ(r − r′ ) + αvx (r, r′ )
(51)

vHxc (r, r′ ) =

with the contributions
vH (r) =
veGGA (r) =

δFH (ρ)
=
δρ(r)
δ FeGGA (ρ)

δρ(r)
δG
x (D)
vx (r′ , r) =
.
δD(r, r′ )

Z

ρ(r′ )
dr′ ,
|r − r′ |

(52)

∂fGGA
∂fGGA
=
−∇·
, (53)
∂ρ(r)
∂(∇ρ(r))
(54)

As the first two potentials vary both with position and
the density, we may alternatively write vH (r; ρ) and
veGGA (r; ρ), or even just vH (ρ) and veGGA (ρ), to emphasize that they are density dependent. In the reference
potential, one can now consider including the Hartree
and GGA potentials,
vref (r) = vH (r; ρD ) + vGGA (r; ρD ).

(55)

The basis expansion is then completely targeted to the
exchange term. This approach leads to the complication that the local potential vL = vL (ρD ) acquires an
explicit dependence on ρD , which leads to an extra ρD dependence in the energies

Eµ1 (vext ) = inf (vext |ρD ) + G1 (D) + µQ0 (vL (ρD ), D)
D,V L

(56)

and
Q0 (vL (ρD ), D) = tr DT + (vL (ρD )|ρD ) − E 0 (vL (ρD )).
(57)
There will consequently be an extra contribution to the
nonlocal KS operator and Hxc potential given by
µ

δQ0 δvL (ρD )
= µ(vH (ρD ) − vH (ρP ) + . . .).
δvL δD

quadratic optimization problem w.r.t. D. Unfortunately,
the Hartree–Fock functional is not convex in D, but the
convex-quadratic structure is rich enough to guide the
choice of algorithm and convergence analysis.
From the pragmatic perspective of self-consistent field
iterations, the above formulation allows for different nesting of the optimizations over D and vL : For every candidate D, one may calculate the optimal vL , e.g., by gradient or second-order optimization as indicated above. Alternatively, for every candidate vL , one may calculate the
optimal D through self-consistent field iterations based
on only Eq. (40). Finally, one may perform simultaneous
optimization over the pair (D, vL ) or construct a pragmatic hybrid scheme where one of the variables is updated less frequently than the other.

(58)

In the case of Hartree–Fock theory, the minimization
over D is at the outset restricted to the non-convex set
of idempotent density matrices. However, it is known
that the Hartree–Fock energy minimization can be relaxed to the convex domain of positive semidefinite density matrices [1, 2]. When minimization is performed
over all Hermitian D ≥ 0 with the correct total occupation, the above minimization has a very special structure: It is a convex optimization problem w.r.t. vL and a

VIII.

VIRIAL RELATIONS

In this section we will derive virial relations akin to the
well-known results in DFT due to Levy and Perdew [19].
Such relations have the advantage of establishing a direct
relation between the xc potentials and their respective
energy functionals without depending on the differentiability of the functional as in Eq. (25). The virial theorem
itself is a direct consequence of the Ehrenfest
theorem
P
for the expectation value of the operator i ri · ∇i with
respect to a ground state (or, more generally, eigenstate)
Γ of the interacting Ĥ 1 from Eq. (1). We thus have
!
i
X  h
X
d
tr Γ Ĥ 1 , ri · ∇i
(ri · ∇i ) = i
tr Γ
0=
dt
i
i
(59)
and from an evaluation of the commutator with the different parts of the standard quantum-chemical Hamiltonian
the virial relation

X 
tr Γ(ri · ∇i )(Ŵ + V̂ ) .
(60)
2 tr ΓT̂ =
i

If the electron–electron interaction is modeled P
by the
Coulomb repulsion, then we can use the identity i (ri ·
α
α
∇i )rjl
= αrjl
and get

X 
tr Γ(ri · ∇i )V̂ .
(61)
2 tr ΓT̂ = − tr ΓŴ +
i

Performing the infimum over all states with the restriction Γ 7→ D allows us to introduce the Hxc functional
from Eq. (20) as well as the density ρD for the last trace,
and we have
Z
2 tr DT = −GHxc (D) + ρD (r) r · ∇v(r)dr.
(62)
The same result holds for the noninteracting case where
the GHxc just drops.
Now, recall Eq. (38), which can be written

Eµ1 (vext ) = inf tr (ΓD Ĥµ1 ) − µE 0 (vL ) ,
(63)
D,v
L

7
with the Hamiltonian
Ĥµ1 = (1 + µ)T̂ +

X
j


vext (rj ) + µvL (rj ) + Ŵ .

(64)

Let D⋆ be the minimizer of Eq. (38) with the exact, interacting Hxc functional which makes it the ground state of
Ĥµ1 . Then for the µ-modified system, the virial theorem
gives
2(1 + µ) tr D⋆ T
= −GHxc (D⋆ ) +

Z

(65)
ρD⋆ (r) r · ∇(vext (r) + µvL⋆ (r))dr.

where we recall that Gxc (D) does not contain any contribution from kinetic energy. Thus, Eq. (70) above can
be rewritten as
Z
⋆
OEP
⋆
⋆
(r)dr.
Exc,µ (D ) + (1 + µ)Tc (D ) = − ρD⋆ (r) r · ∇vL,xc

(72)
This virial expression is in analogy with the standard
DFT version [19, Eq. (3)], except that presence of the
factor (1 + µ) in front of Tc . Since the relation was derived under the assumption that the non-local functional
GHxc (D) is exact, deviations from this relation provides
one possible measure of the error made by an approximate functional.

Here, vL⋆ is the local potential from Eq. (41) such that
ρP ⋆ = ρD⋆ = ρ.

(66)

Note that in the limit µ → ∞ we furthermore achieve
D⋆ = P ⋆ .
On the other hand, using the virial theorem for the
system with potential vL⋆ and ground state P ⋆ we have
2 tr P ⋆ T̂ =

Z

ρ(r) r · ∇vL⋆ (r)dr.

(67)

We define
Tc (D⋆ ) = tr (D⋆ − P ⋆ )T

(68)

where the part involving P ⋆ gets fixed by choosing D⋆
since it comes from the corresponding KS system Eq.(40).
Now, combining Eqs. (65), (67) and (68) we obtain
GHxc (D⋆ ) + 2(1 + µ)Tc (D⋆ )
Z
= − ρ(r) r · ∇(vL⋆ (r) − vext (r))dr
(69)
Z
= GH (ρ) − ρ(r) r · ∇(vL⋆ (r) − vH (r) − vext (r))dr.
⋆
= vL⋆ − vH − vext , such that we obtain the main
Set vL,xc
result in this section,

Gxc (D⋆ ) + 2(1 + µ)Tc (D⋆ ) = −

Z

⋆
ρD⋆ (r) r · ∇vL,xc
(r)dr,

(70)
which establishes the desired relation between the xc potential and the energy functionals.
To compare this result with the standard densityfunctional version, we define
OEP
Exc,µ
(D) = Gxc (D) + (1 + µ)Tc (D),

(71)

IX.

CONCLUSIONS

By adding the excess energy of an auxiliary noninteracting system to the standard energy expression, we obtain a particularly simple and transparent formulation. It
leads to a joint minimization principle for (D, vL ), where
the minimization over vL is always a convex optimization
problem. The fact that it is a joint optimization problem
leads to fully self-consistent calculations, where both the
non-local and local potentials are updated.
A technical advantage is that there is no need to refer to the Hohenberg–Kohn mapping and any failures
of noninteracting v-representability therefore have relatively benign consequences, leading only to an energy gap
between E 1 (vext ) and the local approximation Eµ1 (vext ).
The degree of noninteracting v-representability of the
ground state of the µ = 0 orbital-dependent model can
be quantified by the gap Eµ1 (vext ) − E 1 (vext ). Moreover,
the density ρD⋆ obtained at µ > 0 is guaranteed to have
a noninteracting v-representable projection.
No approximations beyond basis set expansion and
possible failures of v-representability are involved. In
particular, no approximation akin to the Krieger–Li–
Iafrate approximation [11] is required. Moreover, the
formulation is very general in that it is not restricted
to exact exchange, but applies to arbitrary orbitaldependent Hxc functionals. It is also general in that
extensions to other density-functional frameworks, such
as collinear spin-DFT, noncollinear spin-DFT [12], and
current-density functional theory [25, 26], are straightforward.
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